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Agenda 

• SEC enforcement action against Angel 

Oak Capital Partners, LLC

• Massachusetts Securities Division action 

against Summit Equities, Inc.

• Rogue broker cases



Trivia Question #1

Who was the first president to live in the 

White House? 



Angel Oak Capital Partners, LLC

• February 2017 SEC enforcement action for broker-dealer registration 

violations

• Respondents:

– Angel Oak Capital Partners, LLC (unregistered entity)

– Peraza Capital & Investment LLC (BD)

– Prabhu (Angel Oak owner/co-founder of AOCP)

– Wells (supervisor for Peraza’s “Angel Oak” branch)

• Registration violation by AOCP

• “Cause” violations by Peraza, Prabhu (owner) and Wells (supervisor)

• Disgorgement by AOCP of $3+ million commissions plus $75K penalty; 

fines for Prabhu and Wells

• Still open for Peraza



Angel Oak Capital Partners LLC

• SEC’s description:

– AOCP formed in 2008 for securities business

– AOCP was “GP” of RIA firm and owned other unregistered 
entities

– Owner defendant (Prabhu) was co-founder, CIO for RIA firm 
and for a time registered with Peraza

– At outset, AOCP had “independent contractor” agreement 
with Peraza, later replaced by one with Wells, the Angel Oak 
OSJ branch manager

– Angel Oak branch engaged in fixed income trades

– AOCP trader employees were registered with Peraza

– In 2014 an AOCP affiliate registered as a BD



What Went Wrong

• Outlined in SEC order

– Angel Oak marketing activities

– Independent contractor agreement

– Hiring of registered personnel for Angel Oak 
branch

– Commission flows

– Control of Angel Oak branch by 
unregistered persons



Marketing Activities

• AOCP marketed itself as providing 

broker-dealer services to prospects 

without disclosing relationship with Peraza 

BD

• Characterized “Angel Oak Family of 

Companies” as including a full-service BD

• Confirmations indicated that “Angel Oak” 

was involved in transactions



Independent Contractor Agreement

• Initial agreement was between Peraza BD 

and AOCP

• Later replaced by agreement with Wells 

(branch supervisor)



Hiring Process

• AOCP made staffing decisions for Angel 

Oak branch

• AOCP sent offer letters to employees who 

would become registered

• AOCP determined starting compensation 

for new hires, including setting 

performance bonus



Commission Flows

• Branch manager Wells received 

commissions for branch

– Retained his share of commissions

– Paid commissions to other branch 
registered persons

– Paid out remaining balance to AOCP



Control

• Unregistered persons (AOCP and owner 

Prabhu) exercised “control” over the BD 

business

– Hiring decisions, personnel management

– Treating branch business as part of AOCP 
business

– Receiving regular updates on branch 
business and profitability



Where are Respondents Today?

• AOCP’s RIA affiliates still in operation

• Prabhu still active with AOCP’s RIAs

• AOCP’s BD affiliate terminated its BD registration

• Wells (supervisor) no longer registered with BD or 

RIA

• Peraza’s BD registration terminated for failure to 

pay fees

• Peraza still involved in SEC hearings on 

disgorgement



Trivia Question #2

After it was completed in 1884, for five 

years, the Washington Monument at 555 

feet tall was the world’s tallest building.  

What passed it? 



Summit Equities, Inc.

• Mass Securities Division Consent Order (Dec 26, 2018)

– BD fined $100,000 for mishandling of clients’ personal 
information

– Firm policy prohibited independent contractors and 
employees from disclosing customer personal identifiable 
information (PII) to third parties without customer’s consent.

– Firm allowed reps to enter clients’ into third-party CRM 
system.

– When reps left the firm, the firm had no access or control 
over PII, while those reps had the access and could share it. 

– The firm couldn’t erase clients’ information from reps’ 
devices using the third-party CRM.



Summit Equities, Inc.

• Implications

– Firms must follow their own procedures.

• Case received a lot of publicity because it 
dealt with PII.

– Firms need to consider 

• Use of CRM

• Their policies about reps leaving/joining 
their firm

• Privacy notice disclosure



Trivia Question #3

In downtown Washington, the east west 

streets have lettered names, like A Street, B 

Street, and the famous K Street. Which 

letter street is missing? 



Supervision and Rogue Reps  

(“reps gone wild”)

• Case Example 1 – Administrative Proceeding 
File No. 3-18566 

Firm permitted its RRs and IARs (FAs) to 
initiate third-party wires and journals from 
client accounts of up to $100,000 per day, per 
account, based on the FA’s confirmation on an 
internal electronic form that the FA received 
an oral request from the client by phone or in-
person and by providing certain details about 
the request. 



Supervision and Rogue Reps  

(“reps gone wild”)
• Case Example 2 –Administrative Proceeding 

File No. 3-18411 

RR engaged in manipulative trading of penny stocks 
over multiple years.  The Firm was aware of certain 
aspects of the activity because of the RR’s supervisors: 

(1) reviewed an email outlining the RR’s role in 
fraudulent transactions;

(2) received copies of two FINRA arbitrations filed by 
the RR’s customers outlining the RR’s role in their 
investments in the same penny stock issuers; 



Supervision and Rogue Reps  

(“reps gone wild”)
• Case Example 2 –Administrative Proceeding 

File No. 3-18411 (cont’d)

(3) learned of a FINRA inquiry into the RR’s personal 
trading in one of those penny stock issuers; 

(4) learned of a separate FINRA inquiry into the 
allegations underlying the customer arbitrations; and 

(5) learned RR was approached by the FBI and was 
interviewed about her role in another RR’s penny 
stock scheme. 



Supervision and Rogue Reps  

(“reps gone wild”)
• Case Example 3 – Administrative Proceeding 

File No. 3-18642

Firm did not detect the unauthorized activity 
of five RRs who misappropriated client funds 
through numerous fraudulent acts, including 
forging client documentation, making 
unauthorized address changes, and/or 
submitting requests to disburse client funds 
without clients’ knowledge or approval. 



Supervision and Rogue Reps  

(“reps gone wild”)
• Case Example 4 – Administrative Proceeding 

File No. 3-16753

RR defrauded clients by soliciting them to invest in a security not 
approved for sale by Firm representatives. RR met with investors 
to discuss the security at the Firm’s offices, maintained files 
reflecting clients’ investments in the security within the Firm’s 
offices and provided many clients with consolidated reports 
generated from Firm computer systems that included or 
attached false valuations of their investments in the security.  
Firm lacked reasonable policies and procedure governing the 
creation, use and review of consolidated reports, which resulted 
in its failure to identify and prevent the fraud committed by the 
RR.  



Supervision and Rogue Reps

• How coulda, shoulda, woulda the firms 
tamed these wild reps? 



Supervision and Rogue Reps

Takeaways for Firms with Wild Reps

 Implement effective policies and procedures regarding third-
party disbursements, such as requiring a client signature/letter of 
authorization, calling a sample of clients back to confirm requests 
for disbursements, and recording recalls requesting 
disbursements 

 Investigate red flags indicating possible misconduct 

 Implement procedures regarding the investigation and handling 
of red flags, providing guidance to supervisors or other staff on 
how to follow up on red flags and conduct internal investigations

 Monitor FINRA inquiries regarding RRs 

 Monitor arbitrations/litigation involving RRs



Supervision and Rogue Reps

Takeaways for Firms with Wild Reps

 Implement effective email/instant message review, including 
keyword searches 

 Ask follow-up questions/perform research regarding OBAs 

 Implement automated detection systems to identify when an RR 
attempts to change the address associated with a client’s account 
to an address controlled by the RR or attempts to direct a cash 
disbursement from a client’s account to an address controlled by 
an RR and regularly test the systems  



Supervision and Rogue Reps

Takeaways for Firms with Wild Reps

 Implement policies and procedures for conducting a review of 
customer files containing  correspondence and other documents 
(e.g., consolidated reports, documents authorizing the transfer of 
funds)  

 Implement system safeguards to prevent RRs from manually 
entering information on consolidated reports or adopt 
procedures governing the creation and review of reports to 
ensure that information manually entered is accurate and not 
indicative of a fraudulent scheme 

 Develop and implement supervisory policies and procedures 
regarding reasonable basis and customer-specific suitability, 
churning, and unauthorized trading  



Trivia Question #4

Who is the only president buried in DC?
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